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I Am An Animal Abolitionist.
I have been vegan for roughly four months now and it's been amazing.
Great food, great communities — especially the Vegan Freaks — and
great fun, with intellectual discussions that I wish I had at university.
The only downside is the amount of ridicule I've received, some that's
bordered on harassment, mostly from my friends and even from
someone I love dearly. I wasn't expecting that, but I know now that
it's quite common and something we have to endure as a vegan. 

But when it came down to the question of animal welfarism, I was lost
and confused. The argument that, if people are going to eat animals we
should at least treat them better, made some sense to me. Reduce
suffering, since it's going to happen anyway. But at the same time, I
didn't like that. We were still killing animals in the end, and no living
creature wants to die. It goes against our very beings, down to the
genetic level. It didn't make sense.

Then the Vegan Freaks interview Gary L. Francione, of Abolitionist
Approach. He talked about abolition, with ending the exploitation of
animals. The mission statement of the website made so much sense to
me:

"The mission of this website is to provide a clear statement of an
approach to animal rights that (1) requires the abolition of animal
exploitation and rejects the regulation of animal exploitation; (2) is
based only on animal sentience and no other cognitive characteristic,
(3) regards veganism as the moral baseline of the animal rights
position; and (4) rejects all violence and promotes activism in the
form of creative, non-violent vegan education."

I stared reading and listening to more Professor Francione's work,
along with Roger Yates and others. I found myself agreeing with that
the idea that the answer was to stop animal exploitation and teach
people that veganism is a morally right. Francione argued these tactics
didn't do anything but strengthen the industry and confused
"compassionate" omnivores. His logic was well thought out, far more
than PETA's when they said, "We want to reduce suffering now with
our campaigns," which yes, reduced suffering, but didn't solve the
main problem.

But part of me still felt like I had to agree with the welfarist point of
view: reduce suffering in the meantime. Was I bad person if I didn't
support it? I was torn.

It didn't become clear to me until I saw the poster for the Responsible
Fishkeeping Initiative (RFI). This has nothing to do with animal rights,
but fishkeeping, like in aquariums. It wasn't the same as animals
murdered for food, but as "pets." According to the RFI:

"Red-tailed catfish, pacus and iridescent sharks may be sold as
juveniles to hobbyists who don’t realize how large these fish may
eventually become; all can grow to over 3 feet in length. People who
find themselves with huge specimens they can no longer care for may
not always be able to find a home for them and as a last resort
hobbyists may release these fish into local waters. This is not only
illegal, but it is wrong, dangerous, and very bad for the aquarium
hobby and industry.

The Responsible Fishkeeping Initiative (RFI) ... is an effort on the
part of concerned people and companies to put a stop to the release of
anything from an aquarium into the wild. Retail fish stores
participating in the RFI agree to two things: 1) not to sell these
species, and 2) to accept large specimens of any species from people
who can no longer care for them. The stores will attempt to place the
fish in new homes, and if they cannot do so the fish will be humanely
euthanized."

I read it and thought, "Well, this wouldn't be an issue if we didn't sell
the animals in the first place. Why does a fish have to be "humanely
euthanized" (most likely frozen to death, if its a pet store), aka die,
because an irresponsible store, probably the same one who's taking in
the fish, sold a fish in the first place?"

And then it hit me. Suddenly, it all made sense. "Why should we
campaign to reduce suffering/exploitation instead of just stopping the
exploitation itself?" I thought. The arguments from various groups:
Peta, Francione, Yates, etc, welfarism vs. abolition, were laid before me
and I knew where I was going. That day, I became an abolitionist. 

It's always good to do less harm, but it doesn't solve the root of the
problem, which is exploitation. Instead we should be teaching people
about veganism and that using animals is wrong. That is the message I
want to convey when talking to people about veganism. 

I am an animal abolitionist.
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0 buffaloes
0 camels
11 cattle
1,975 chickens
106 ducks
15 goats
0 horses
54 pigs
22 sheep
25 turkeys

Number of animals killed in the
world by the meat, dairy and egg
industries, since you opened this
webpage. This does not include the
billions of fish and other aquatic
animals killed annually.

Based on 2007 statistics from the
Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations' Global Livestock
Production and Health Atlas.
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@mary_martin And stuffing! 1 day ago

@mary_martin I think mashed sweet
potatoes with seitan and some sort
of quinoa-based mix. =) 1 day ago

This will be my first Thanksgiving as
a vegan. All the "fresh young hens"
signs are really getting to me
though. I've avoided the stores. 1
day ago

PETA, why not ask Al Gore to go
vegan? Why only vegetarian? Do
dairy cows and chickens not
suffer? 9 days ago

PETA, if Al Gore ate happy meat,
how could you complain? It's what
you advocate! 9 days ago
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Amanda Rock said...

i wish everyone would read this! i'm really looking forward to
more posts!

SEPTEMBER  22,  2009 7:28 AM

Eric said...

This post has been removed by the author.
SEPTEMBER  22,  2009 7:54 AM

Eric said...

Hi, Jay.

Great for you! Just remember that welfare campaigns don't
necessarily reduce suffering. Even if it can be said with
certainty that one has done so, you'll find that very little was
accomplished that wouldn't have happened without activist
intervention anyway (check out Francione's latest commentary
at abolitionistapproach.com regarding this aspect), and these
so-called "gains" come at a great cost. Our resources are better
spent reducing the demand for animal use by spreading
veganism and growing an abolitionist movement.

Keep it up!

SEPTEMBER  22,  2009 7:55  AM

Ken Hopes said...

I discovered abolitionism a couple years back much the same
way that you did. A link to Vegan Freaks on a social justice
blog led me to one of their interviews with Gary Francione.
Francione's clear approach made sense to me. Reading his site
made me understand the source of underlying confussion I
sometimes felt while working on animal welfare campaigns.

SEPTEMBER  22,  2009 1:47  PM

Jay said...

Hi Eric,

Thanks for the comment! I listened to Professor Francione's
podcast this morning, and it was like he was speaking to me! It
was a great podcast; I always feel that more educated after
listening to him.
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Jay said...

Thank you, Amanda!

SEPTEMBER  22,  2009 5:52  PM

Jay said...

Hi Ken,

I am really glad to heard Francione when I did. When I first
started looking into the animal rights issue, I really disliked
the thought of having to support groups like PETA. And boy,
am I glad I don't!
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NCARA said...

Great post Jay! Glad to have you on the abolition band wagon! 

I was talking to a friend about welfarism recently and how
welfarists say they want to help the animals that are currently
suffering RIGHT NOW. 

This is what she said: "Does that individual hen in a battery
cage right now really benefit from a campaign to put her in a
larger cage? By the time the regulations are put into place,
she’ll be Campbell’s chicken noodle soup anyways." 

Vegan education is the only way to END their suffering and
death.

SEPTEMBER  23, 2009 3:56  AM

randywsandberg said...

Another Abolitionist!!! :-)

Brilliant and powerful post Jay! I agree with Amanda and
hence I shared your post with my Facebook and Twitter
friends. Moreover, I added your site to my blog site's link list
and suggest everyone else do the same.

SEPTEMBER  23, 2009 4:57 PM

Oracl said...

Great post, Jay. :)

SEPTEMBER  23, 2009 6:13  PM

Bea Elliott said...

Absolutely! Why work for bigger cages when you could work
for empty ones? 

Thanks for a great post - :)
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